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ROSE'S BABY
"This woman is not on trial". These
words caused the people in court-
room number 9 at the New Westmin-
ster courthouse to break into
laughter. The presiding judge was
offended. Unauthorized laughter in
his courtroom was just not on. He
gave a belligerent lecture about
respect and boorish behaviour, and
promptly cleared the court.

The words carne from Ministry of
Social Services and Housing lawyer,
Torn Gove, as part of his summary
in what has become known as the
"Baby R Case" ,lnvol ving a woman
we'll call Rose. His claim was evi-
dence that he was on the defensive.

Day after day, for an entire week,
Gove prompted the recollections and
glib editorial comments of social
workers and doctors. Each recoun-
ted their version of carefully sel-
ected incidents in this woman's life.

We heard that one morning the cer-
eal she fed her first child was not
appropriate, that her friends were
not suitable, and that while she dis-
played love and affection for her
children, .she could not provide for
them. One social worker referred to
her behavIour on one occassion as
'schizoid', another remarked that
her breath smeiled like she had had
two beers, yet another said that her
friends used hard drugs such as
heroin. Evidence from social workers
who hadn't seen Rose in years was
presented as an indication of her
current behaviour.

Testimony throughout the five long
days of hearing was fuil of harsh,
judgemental, uncorroborated com-
ments. Gove's entire llne of argu-
ment was to put this woman's life-
styie on trial - to claim otherwise is
preposterous. The unfortunate thing
is that just about everyone has
bought his line.

The case began at 3pm on May 20th
this year when Rose entered Grace
hospital in labo.ur. It was her fifth
birth, the previous four having
resulted in healthy babies all born
vaginally, Her baby was in a foot-
ling breech position, its feet rather
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The Apprehended Fetus

than its head appearing first. At-
tending physician Zouves concluded
that "the baby would die or would
be seriously or permanently in-
jured" without a ceasarean section.
Rose refused to have a caesarean.
Zouves phoned the Ministry of
Social ServIces and Housing whose
Emergency Services Social worker
Ivan Bulic immediately became in-
volved. Bulic, who had never met
Rose, phoned the superintendent of
Family and Child Services and one
of Roses' previous social workers
and agreed to apprehend her un-
born child.

He advised the doctor to do what
was required medically for the child
but stressed that he was not con-'
senting to any medical procedure to
be performed on the mother. With
this information Zouves then cailed
the hospital psychiatrist and the
emergency mental health team. He
hoped to have the mother tempor-
arily committed and have consent
for the caesarean granted under the
Canada in Mental Health Act.' This
attempt to overrule Rose's decision
was also unsuccessful. Rose was
then shown images of the baby on
an ultrasound machine. She quickly
gave her consent for ,the caesarean.
At lO.50pm she delivered a healthy
baby boy who the doctor described
as "vigorous at birth".

Regulations oulined in the Protection
of Children's Act, which gives the
Ministry of Social Services and Hou-
sing in B.C. the authority to appre-
hend children, require that each
apprehension case be brought to
the court for a 'Presentation Hear-
ing' within seven days of the

child's apprehension. After several
postponements and a failed attempt
by the Women's Legal Education
Action Fund (LEAF) to intervene in
the case, the presentation hearing
began on July 13th.

In his rulir{g Family Court judge
Brian Davis says "This is not a case
of Women's rights...this is simpiy a
case to determine what is best for
the safety and well being of this
child." Who does he think he's kid-
ding?

The essence of his ruling is that
the medical rights of a pregnant
woman are secondary to the rights
of her unborn child or fetus. It is
absurd to think. that such a ruling
is not a. women's rights issue. By
implication Davis's decision con-
cludes that Zouves had the right to
pressure Rose, cut her open and
take her child.

Sadly Rose has been used. Difficult
times in her life have been put on
display for ail to see and judge.

continued on page 2
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The media. in its iust for sensa-
tionalism paints the picture of a
schizophrenic, heroin -addicted
alcoholic. Privately we distance
oursei ve,s, thinking we ha \"e nothing
in common with Rose.

Yet there are basic issues that we
share. Like us she is fighting for
some kind of control over her life.
She Is fighting to have her wishes
taken seriously. Above all she is
fighting against poverty In an
effort to have her basic needs met.

Let's not allow ourselves to believe
what we've been told about Rose
without ever hearing a word from
her. Let's not agree with the prose-
cution's strategy to Judge her on
her lifestyle, In the way that thou-
sands of rape victims have been
judged. Let's not skim over the
Impropriety of events that night at
Grace hospital.

Many of the implications of this case
are obvious to women's rights acti-
vists. Since Canadian law does not
distinguish between an eight week
oid fetus and a thirty eight week
old fetus in the process of birth,
this precedent could be used to ap-
prehend fetuses at any stage of

NetworkAgainst PsychiatricAssauZt

gestation. Once on the iegai slippery
siope there is no telling how far
decisions will slide. Conceivably
apprehensions could be used to
prevent women from having abor-
tions, they could be used to force
women to do certain things during
their pregnancies or, as in this
case, to coerce women to give birth
in a way they would not otherwise
choose.

The right of anyone to refuse treat-
ment is firmly grounded In Canadian
iaw. Along with this right goes the
obligation of caregivers to seek
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free, full and informed consent for
medical treatments they deem neces-
sary. During birth there is a deli-
ca te balancing of the rights and
needs of a woman and her unborn
baby. The needs of both 'patients'
are better served when the woman's
concerns are fully addressed, when
she is fully informed and when she
is treated with care and respect. In
his ruling Davis makes no reference
to the need to balance these rights.
It's as though Rose and her rights
don't exist.

Rose did eventually give consent to
the caesarean section, but it couid
hardly be described as free, full
and informed. After she had refused
the surgery, Zouves sought the au-
thorization of the Ministry to over-
rule her refusal. She was aware of
this and therfore of the implled
threat in his action. Later the
doctor called in an emergency men-
tal health team complete with two
uniformed officers waiting in the
ante-room of the ward. They found
no reason to commit her but their
very presence was threatening
enough. Despite all this evidence
Judge Davis contends that Rose was
"giving her consent".

Caesarean sections are very contro-
versial in the medical community;
few situations are clear-cut. On the
word of one doctor, the Ministry of
Socia! Services and Housing brought
'all the pressure it could bear to '

coerce Rose into a procedure she
did not want.

Yet few observers recognize that it
Is the doctor who gains most from
this ruUng. Without involving the
socia! worker, as he did, the doctor
would have to bear soie responsibil-
ity fcr his actions. Here not only
the social worker but also the court
has acted to protect his interests
and cr,edibility at the expense of a
very vuinerable woman.

This case provides ample evidence
of the increasing attack on women's
reproductive rights and of the
growing confidence of the state to
iaunch these attacks. However this
case aiso exposes the weaknesses in
the very Social Service System that
so much wants to control our lives.
Rose's story painfully reminds us
that the system has failed. It has
failed to provide adequate assis-
tance and support for a woman in
need. Not oniy has it failed to pro-
vide,.!t has faiied to be fair. How
can a ministry that pays a pregnant
woman on social assis tance. only
$375.00 per month, expect her to be
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housed, fed and cared for adequat-
ely? How can a court system that
treats someone with such cruelty
ever serve justice?

We have just learned that Rose in-
tends to appeal the decision. Her
lawyer wllI launch a Judiciai Appeal
with the Supreme Court of B.C. A
judicial review will rule on whether
Davis' conclusions were proper giv-
en the evidence b~fore him. A suc-
cessful review will not overturn the
decision but will require. another
hearing to be held. All power to you
Rose, you've got courage.

Join the fight against this decision.
Contact the Committee for Maternal

, '

Autonomy through the B.C. Human
Rights Coalition '

(604) 872-5638.

The author wishes to thank members
of the Committee for Maternal Auto-
nomy, for their insights and hard
work. Speciai thanks go to Susan
O'Donnell, Peter Beaudin, Beveriy
Bond, Roisin Sheehy-Culhane, Jane
Corcoran and David Zimmerman.
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SELF-HELPFOR MOTHERS
POST PARTUM DEPRESSION AND
ANXIETY: A Self-Help Guide for
Mothers

Pacific Post Parturn Support Society

The publication of Post -partulIl.
Q.gp.r.e..§§lQnand Anxi~lz:.ll._~~f-t!i!lI2
Q\!Lg~.fQL.Mother.§.. marks an impor-
tant moment for women, and it is
important for several reasons. First,
and most outstanding, is the tone of
the book - a radical departure from
the usual medical perception of
woman as idiot child, to be pacified
or restrained with drugs. Secondly,
the 9_uj,1.g is exceptional for its clar-
ity. FInely crafted, each section
speaks with simplicity to the reader,
enabling resolution of post partum
problems by even the most distres-
sed sufferer of the syndrome. Fin-
ally, the origin of the book and the
vision of its authors signals the
success of what Germaine Greer
caUed "...small groups of women who
are the future in microcosm, work-
ing...co-operatively, inventively and
courageously to care for one an-
other and make one another's lives
easier... '~.

Written by present members of the
Pacific Post Partum Support Society,
the book is a self-help version of
their highly successful treatment
programme. Post partum depression
is a disabling depression/anxiety
often accompanied by overwhelming
feelings of guilt, shame, isolation,
fatigue, loss and occasionally,
frightening fantasies. Between 15
and 20 percent of all mothers suffer
from post partum depression, which
can occur up to three years after
giving birth or adoption. Post par-
turn depression is insidious, pro-
gressing slowly, and is often un-
diagnosed until a woman is serIously
depressed. Doctors, psychiatrIsts,
and psychologists still debate about

a definitIon of post partum depres-
sion. Any reading of current medIcal
wisdom reveals much confusion as to
the source, treatment, and even ap-
propriate terminology for post par-
turn depression. Under such con-
fusion the usual panacea for post
partum depression is, not unpre-
dictably, drugs and, not unpredic-
tably, there is not so much a recov-
ery as a fadIng-out: the woman be-
comes a statistic, often left to exist
In her own emotional wreckage. The
PPPSS chose not to partake of such
confusion. Rather, it turned prac-
tical attention to those suffering
from post partum depression, the
women themselves, and proceeded to
deveiop an effective treatment pro-
gramme. Based on the shared exper-
ience of thousands of women helped
by the programme, the 9uig.~ pre-
sents a clear and detailed examin-
atlon of post partum depression.

There is an exploration of each
symptom, and a strategy for copIng.
Self-knowledge is the key to re-
covery. Readers find how to use
small triumphs (responding to pain-
ful feelings, channeling anger into
harmles.s outlets) to form a found-
atIon for takIng charge of life.
Included in the Q.gide is a thorough
discussion of medications, and a
comprehensive list of resources.

it'
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Claire Kujundzie Post ?artum Depression

In summary, the Guide is targetted
to- a special audience: women suffer-
ing from post partum depression.
But it also speaks effectively to
others - friends, relatives, or pro-
fessIonals in contact with such
women. In the words of Sue Penfold.
an Associate Professor with UBC's
Dept. of Psychiatry, and a Child
Psychiatrist with the B.C. Children's
Hospital, the Guide "...will help
dispell the secrecy, embarrassment
and mIsunderstanding which still
shrouds post partum depression.....

About the Authors

The present PPPSS began with a
group formed Informally in 1973 by
women experIencing post partum de-
pression. A treatment model evolved,
grounded in the principle that
women themselves are the experts
on post partum depressIon, and this
model was the framework for a pro-
fessional/self-help programme of-
fered to families by the B.C. Min-
istry of Human Resources. Fiscal
restraint ended the programme in
1983 but concerned women re-
grouped on a volunteer basIs, and
later formed a non-profit society,
the PPPSS.

There is a great demand for the
PPPSS treatment programme, which
comprises a support group that
meets weekly under the guidance of
a trained group leader, and tele-
phone counselling - as needed -

Ii from a counsellor assigned to each.: woman. A focus of the treatment Is

; confidentiality. A woman with post.
; partum depression who seeks re-
; covery must often explore her owm

Isis feelIngs, experIences, and relation-

shIps with painful honesty. What
makes such depth and intensity
possIble is the integrIty of the
programme. No woman will ever be-
come a .case history" to be later
dissected in a coldly professional
way. A woman can feel very safe in
this environment. Most Impressive is
the recovery rate - 78% over a
treatment perIod of four months,
versus 58% recovery after one year
of typical psychiatrIc treatment.

It is a sound approach,and unique.
Dr. Penfold called It "...a valuable
service..." noting, at the same time,
that non -sexist counselling is rare,
even in Vancouver, and if one is
poor or living In a rural area, the
difficulty in securing feminist coun-
sellIng increases exponentially. (Tra-
ditional. non-feminist therapy rarely
takes into account the sociological
reality of women's lives, thus con-
firming poor self-esteem, self-blame.
and the belief that a woman must
gratefully accept her dictated place
in life.)
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THE UNPREGNANCY Pill
Imagine being pregnant, swallowing
a pill, and presto! -not being preg-
nant any longer. If your imagination
is this good, then it will not be
difficult to picture why a new drug,
mifepristone (commonly referred to
as RU-486), has family planning and
reproductive rights advocates ec-
static, and opponents of abortion
distressed. Developed by a team of
French researchers under the
sponsorship of a Swiss pharmaceuti-
cal company, RU-486 produces a
chemical abortion. The major chal-
lenge to the testing and marketing
of RU-486 comes, not from those
concerned with women's health, but
from the right-to-life movement.

RU-486 is not technically' a contra-
ceptive; it is a contragestive. That
is, it does not act to prevent the
union of sperm and egg but rather,
acts to prevent the impiantation of
the egg In the womb once it has
been fertilized. If the egg is al-
ready implanted, it induces abortion.

The drug, an antiprogesterone ster-
oid, blocks the cells in the uterus
from receiving the hormone proges-
terone, which is needed to mature
the uterine lining in order to sup-
port the fertilized egg. In the ab-
sence of progesterone, the body is
tricked into doing what it would
normally do at the end of a men-
strual cycle in which no egg has
been fertilized - shedding the lining
of the uterus.

To date, the drug has been tested
over 5 years in 15 countries and
has been found to have a 90% suc-
cess rate. Dr. Etienne Baulieu, the
French physician who pioneered the
development of the steroid claims
that "abortion should more or less
disappear as a concept, as a fact,
as a word in the future".

According to Dr. Andre Ullman, one
of the principal researchers, "In the
four hundred women treated with
RU-486, there has been no report of

PAP SMEAR FORM CHANGED
All PAP smears done in British
Columbia are sent to a central lab
at the Cancer Control Agency of
B.C. With each slide, a woman's
doctor fills out a cytology request
form. As a result of a request from
DES Action Vancouver, the cytology
form has been changed to include a
question about whether the woman
is DES exposed.

Many women who have been exposed
to DES (diethystilbestrol) before
birth are unaware of their exposure.
We are hopeful that the question on
the PAP smear form will prompt
doctors to ask women if they are
DES exposed. If a woman is DES ex-
posed, she needs a special yearly
medical exam which is more thor-
ough than a normal exam, and in-
cludes PAP smears from the vagina
as well as the cervix.

AUTHORS =,.,tinued frCI'l page 3

Despite the success of the PPPSS
programme, sufficient funding is a
continuous struggle. The tragedy
here is that there is, as a result, a
six month waiting list for the ser-
vice. Many women suffering from
post partum depression do not seek
help until the depression is chronic.
By then, panic attacks, nightmares,

If a woman's doctor and workers at
the cervical cytology lab ar-e un-
aware of her exposure, DES related
changes in the cells on the PAP
smear may be misinterpreted as
being abnormal or possibly pre-
cancerous. A woman could go
through unnecessary worry and/or
have unnecessary surgery as a
result.

The new question on the PAP smear
form is an important victory in the
struggle towards helping DES
exposed people to become aware of
their exposure, and to obtain
needed resources and medical care
as a result. Anyone who would like
more information on DES can contact
DES. Action Vancouver, c/o the
Vancouver Women's Health Collective,
888 Burrard St., Vancouver, B.C.,
V6Z lX9 Tel: 682-1633.

weight dysfunction, or insomnia may
have overtaken the woman. She may
be unable to care for herself or her
child or children. She may be abus-
ing or neglecting her children. Her
marital relationship is likely under
severe stress. Drugs or alcohol may
have added to her problems. She
may be suicidal. To such women the
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any severe side effect - any life-
threatenjng sjde effect. So we are
very much confident that the drug
is safe". The onl~' way to be sure of
side effects is to test a larger
number of women in many conditions
and to define which is the minimal
dose which can be used to induce
abortion. However, it is known that
RU-486 can cause such "nonsevere"
side effects as dizziness. nausea,
painful contractions, and hemor-
rhaging that requires hospitallsation
and blood transfusion.

PPPSS, through lack of funding,
must say - and it is so heart-
breaking to say - "It will be six
months before we can help you."

The need for the G_1!tg~-was obvious,
and the PPPSS responded to the
challenge. They dedicated their
Quigg

... to all the women (in our
treatment programme) who
have shared their experiences
with us. They have told us
what it has been like for them
and what has helped them. It
is their knowledge, wisdom
and courage. which has made
this book possible.

One must, after reading the Gl,lt~e_,
go a step further. It is entirely
appropriate to say thank-you to the
authors for J;!1ei~. perseverance, for
~h~!r wisdom and courage.

To order J.:Q§J.'.J'.ART!l1!LJ2f:.I'BJ;§§]01i.
§.o__A!i~~_T-Y.~._A-S~!'_~-:Jl.~~J.:~J1Jl>};;. FO g
MO:-tHERS, write to the Pacific Post
Partum Support Society, 888 Bur-
rard St., Vancouver, B.C. Canada,
V6Z lX9, and enclose $5.95 per copy
plus $1.00 (per cop>') for postage
and handling. ($2.00 in the U.S.).

Marjorie Laird is a Vancouver
freelance writer.
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AIDS Vaccine

The U.S. Food and Drug Administra-
tion has approved the first human
testing in the U.S. of a possible
vaccine against AIDS. The initial
stUdy will test the safety of the
vaccine in AIDS carriers. Conclusive
studies can oniy be completed when
animals and later humans are vac-
cinated and then exposed to the
AIDS vIrus.

Source: G.& M. Aug. 19, 1987
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B.C. Cancer Rates

A recent study by the Cancer Con-
trol Agency of B.C. reveals areas of
the province where lung cancer and
stomach cancer rates among women
are dramatically higher than normal.
The study seems to indicate that
the increased incidence of lung can-
cer is linked to the number of pulp
mills in those regions. However this
is not the case for men, whose lung
cancer rates are much lower. Also
for women stomach cancer deaths
exceeded normal rates by 137% in
Terrace, 101 % in Prince Rupert and
83% in Castlegar. The incidence of
stomach cancer in men in these reg-
ions is about half that of women.

Source: G.& M. July29, 1987

Zinc and Epilepsy

Epilepsy Is a condition where recur-
rent seizures are caused by sudden
and unusual discharges of electrical
energy in the brain. Recent animal
studies verify what nutritional heal-
ers have been saying for years. In-
creased consumption of zinc has
been found to protect the brain
from hyperexcitability and to reduce
the number of seizures. This adds
to a list of compelling evidence that
zinc plays a critical role in the
stabilization of cell membranes.

Source: Let'sLive Sept. 1987
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Alberta Health Cuts

OIl August 1st the Alberta govern-
ment cut funding to a package of
medical services, saying it will save
the government about $40 million
per year. Among the cut services
are: birth control counselling, ITJD
Insertion, circumcision, eye examin-
ations for people aged 18-65 years,
vasestomy and tubal ligatIon. Since
May of this J-'ear, when the announ-
cement was made, thousands of Al-
bertans . have rushed to get s terili-
zations before the deadllne. The
Calgary Chapter of the Federation
of Medicai Women strongly opposes
the cuts and has gathered thou-
sands of signatures on petitions
calling for the services to be
funded again. Source: Varied

SteriIization

Sterilization has become the most
widely used method of birth con !rol
today. Worldwide, there are now
over 100 million couples where one
partner has been sterilized, com-
pared to an estimated 60 million
women wearing the IUD, 50 million
on the pill and 40 million men using
condoms.

Source: Yk:Iren' 5 Global Neb.Drk ,Tune 1987
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conference was also well covered in the lo-

cal papers and TV stations.

The Montreal Gazette, in addition to cover-
age of the personal and historical side of
the Dalkon Shield issue, announced the for-
mation of the Montreal DSAC group in addi-
tion to a small article giving Robins' side
of the story. One quote from the article
stated that '''The company continues to
maintain that it's not a defective product"
a Robins spokesperson said...Robins' finger
of blame still points to the doctors (who
may have wrongly inserted or withdrawn the
IUD) .

It is certainly infuriating, for Dalkon
Shield survivors their friends and families

to hear Robins continue to avoid responsi-
bility, skirting the issues and lying; To
watch Robins manipulate the legal system
and so on.

Robins' social and legal posturing was rec-
ognized in an editorial on July 25, in the
Globe and Mail:

"The History of medical research and medi-
cal tec~iology kicks up occasional horror
stories of inadequate research, uncon-
scionable delays in responding to human
suffering, and even a cavalier inclination
to experiment with the health and-the lives
of people who have no knowledge that they
are taking the role of medical guinea pigs.
"Tens of thousands of women who have suf-

fered...as a result of using the Dalkon
Shield...clearly consider themselves part
of that unpalatable history."

The editorial concludes pessimistically,
"If there is a deterrent somewhere in this

rough justice, it is a paradoxical one,
likely to be felt more strongly by victims
seeking redress than by the corporations
that injure the.ro.'" ,

Author Richard Finlay, International Con-
sultant on Corporate Strategy and Social
Responsibility Concerns cited Robins' irre-
sponsibility in his article "The honeymoon
with big business is on the rocks" Globe
and Mail Aug 31 pg A7

"Consumers are becoming more conscious of

the impact of corporate ethics - and their
absence - on the safety and reliabilityof
the products they buy, especially in the
wake of such incidents as "runaway" Audi
automobiles and the devastation caused to
thousands of women by A.H. Robins' Dalkon
Shield contraceptive device." The article
warns management of big business that if it
persists "in being at the wrong end of pub-
lic opinion" there will be a major colli-
sion with society, to everyone's detriment.
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Make me a member of Dalkon Shield Action Canada so I can join the fight against A.H. Robins. With my membership
I will receive a subscription to HealthMatters and stay abreast of the latest news.

My cheque or money order is enclosed:

0 $15 regular membership 0 $10 low income membership

I am also enclosing a donation of $~ to help cover expenses.

0 Yes I am interested in legal representation through Dalkon Shield Action Canada.

0 Yes I am interested in participating in a group in my community.

0 Yes I am interested in helping to start a group in my community.
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